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uneasy and quiet system anywhere, where I can relax in building an atthana and my worthwhile moon. In the first phase, I saw the Dotlhan system which jumps very little per day and then even if a local force is constantly killed from there, so that they don't go into the wall with them. You also need a moon to mix, from which you can scan
with the survey sample. Cerlestes.de the next page you can check directly that the minerals are worth the line. Then you need the following: a exportable ship m3 with 20k to launch an Athaan and Mondaralllong module and enough fuel for it. I was the first choice on this system, which seemed to meet the top standards. Well... The system
shot in strong Pocos de Calladas were a silent warning from me. So of course I installed my atananda completely unnecessary and started the next day the cycling of the drawing platform. Six days later it was time, the moon pulled in the evening was able to blow up the fragment, before I had stolen r64 from the belt in the same system
with an exotic italian and. If no one comes, there's nothing anyone can do about it. So I just want to start with my moon, the local is also clean. Then suddenly the new owners of Pocos the Kaaldas, some small high second-wardikar allies, come and go out in my atthanaanda. Mentally, I removed all the modules and fuel seconds i was first
shot immediately, saving several million from unconscious destruction. I also have a war, but nothing was done in it, nor did they destroy the hunting atthanaand, after which I could safely untanker. But I The theme didn't end with, because I found the same moon in another system. The system was almost completely dead, so I started the
calling platform. I don't know if it's the same evening or the next day, at least I logged into the industry account by pure accident and checked my situation in the system, because actually a sahati stands on the oryclastand and shoot at it. I was mildly... I immediately calculated the time that he still needs to be strong and jump with Jita from
his main character, fit the gnoghis vapal and down the system. In fact, deeper had forgotten to put new lenses in because it had even more time. I got him on the wrong foot. He also thought I had yet to come and I hoped he would be back later, but it should not be. In Itaanaand, yuntankarad got it safely. Well, what you can say, both times
were completely meaningless to the system and I think these guys were just bored. I mean, two man covers are not a threat. In any case, the entire project was not just worth it, because everyone is claimed by someone. Exano Fire free and clear for everything the mantra. The atthane and the part is running. For some time now there has
been the possibility of exploiting in low and in place 0.0 with an athana and moon. Running a capital part from The Atan and Moon, its investment in orbit and then running apart from the part. Finally, a Kushodrigra belt is produced, which provides various raw materials. Recently, you can do it on the moon in high seconds too. In the
system with a security status of 0.5, you can now anchor such platforms in front of a moon and then work there peacefully. The advantage is obvious. On the one hand you can make minerals that you can't find in high seconds otherwise and secondly, the striudes are too large that you can be much more comfortable and comfortable with
a large fleet like the Noob fleet, because not all noses are far from your nose for long periods. The part on the athaan and hook. Noob-Fleet received one with a gift as a fit from Seldon Westraat. However, it is still safely packed into the station. Last night we were guests of Dominican Blume1 and its corporation. They already have an
italian and invited the Navo-Fleet to the minaret. Around 7 pm we started. For the first time, some pilots, including me, were allowed to see a bhader at Thanaandaandand and then make a Kushodarigra belt out of it. It was already impressive and the result was the Kushodrigra belt That we had to be able to taste that evening . It was very
pleasant that you could circle around a dadsper Kushodarigra and get the whole cargo of Pansua. There is no comparison of the standard Kushodarigra belt which is immediately fissily out after one or two cycles. Another benefit. You don't have to fly by belt, but you have comfortable in front of your nose. The mining incident continued
from 7 pm to 10:30 pm. After that the belt was over and the Noob-fleet officially finished. That evening we had 1,500,000,000. We got 500,000,000 from Dominican Blume1, who paid a, and on 1,000,000,000,000 we met The Opatamamysis. A Noob-fleet pilot with a huge heart and a large wallet, it seems to me. This is not the first time he
has donated billions to the New Ji fleet. On this occasion, thank you very much. At the end of the evening, each pilot can look forward to 78,000,000 on their wallet. We were at 50 pilot peak times. And without registering ads on this adventure. Respect! In all, the evening was a success. We had a lot of fun and a very good conversation. I
think in the future we will use moon mining to compete with all mining fleets. It is easy and pays better than removing small strives in the belt. Slow time will be time to pack the Seldon Westraat and park's atthanaon on a moon... No refinery can install a stenduplunar satindop-led-in-position lunar-signal fire in an Upwell Moon Mining Signal
Fire. It allows to lift large parts from a nearby moon and break them into small striudes. Capsule pilots can directly resource me from them. This process is called moon mining. Upwell Moon Mining Signal Looks Fire After You Are A Moon Fighter. Once a satindup moon is installed and is turned into a refinery, you can set a plan for the
extract. To do this, use the appropriate button on the right side of the tree control. Now you set the time frame to deliver, the part of the moon is large which can make you with the lunar dryl. A grant period may be between 6 and 56 days. Under slider, which determines the end period of promotion, followed by the day after the end of the
promotion. In addition, you can see the current risk window times of the structure towards the end of the promotion. This preview has been accepted that there will be no change before completing the promotional cycle. Below you will find the expected volume of the part of the moon and that is currently being extracted or being extracted.
If you Start extracting, the lunar dry fire on the moon and then the part of the moon will touch the refinery. The funds will continue for the expected period. Any role that is allowed to control the refinery can also start to flourish, but only the CEO, a director, or the corporation's station manager can cancel the continued promotion. After a
production cycle has been completed, the moon part is next to the refinery. The lunar dryl can now break it into small striudes. Capsule pilots can use a mining laser as they do on normal striuds. The completion of a promotion is indicated to all visitors on the structure by the fact that the tractor of the lunar drum goes towards the bean
yellow. If a boosted moon is not broken within three hours of the completion of the part extract, the lunar dral automatically fires at it. Automatic break time can be expanded by modifying the refinery. Once the moon part is broken, a new funding cycle can be planned and start edited immediately. The strives shall last for a few days if they
are not already like . These strives pass time can also be expanded by changing the refinery. A record of information about mining refinery striudes is emerging from the moon portion and all the characters that exist in my mining inventory book for corporations there. This data is available to the corporation, which owns the refinery. The
following minerals can be achieved only by lunar mining and can be more effectively recycling with the following expertise: Processing of common lunar minerals: Ziwal, Selvan, Resin and Coesit Processing of common lunar minerals: High processing for cobalati, uenati, tanacity and unusual lunar minerals Otoaty, Split, Vanadini and
Chromeite Processing Rare Lunar Minerals: Cornuati, Zarcon, Polynate Top Processing of Unusual Lunar Minerals: Annotam, Monozt, Loparit and Godulate Brokerry When a Lunar Mining Signal Is Anchoring A Refinery On Fire It Is Other Personal Structures Such As. B Mobile Dibuga, moon mining signal can not be within a radius of
around 75 km. The refinery part is not in the area of the striudes that appear after the destruction that should be given in the same manner. It introduced Devblog refineries and provides more information about lunar mining and refineries. Upwell Moon Mining Signal Fire 0.5 or less are available in all systems with safety ratings. No
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